
 Understanding of the World 
*Talk about age and how old we are. Remember birthday celebrations. What made 

them special? Food, clothing etc. Celebrate birthdays in ‘home’ corner.(RE link) 

*Discuss other kinds of occasions we remember celebrating as a family. Focus on 

‘Christening’ celebration and role play.  

*Discuss season of Autumn. Go on an ‘Autumn walk’ to the local library. Harvest 

Festival and the custom of the corn dolly. Guy Fawkes role play. 
*Chn will learn how other families celebrate and find out how the Diwali ‘festival 

of lights’ is celebrated. 

*Listen to the Christmas story. Re-tell story in sequence and role play. Discuss 
chidren’s family Christmas. How do other families celebrate around the world? 

*Chn name/label body parts, play ‘Simon says’. Play dice ‘Body game’. 

*Introduce our five senses through stories and poems. Use ‘feely box’, sounds 
‘lotto’ tape. Go on a sounds walk around the school. Investigate musical 

instruments. Make a fruit salad or apple cake. Look at optical illusions. Set up an 

‘opticians’.Chn name and place features correctly onto a face, name the sense it is 
linked to. 

*Guess who? Collect photos of chn as babies and compare with chn today. Look at 

pics of teachers as babies/ children. Can they guess who is who?Sort items baby 
would use and items chn. would use. Chn research what they were like as babies. 

Invite a parent to bring in her baby and talk to the children. Discuss how we 

change through life. Chn will make a ‘memory box’ to collect items from their 
past. 

*Discuss similarities and differences among chn, i.e. eye colour, heights. 

*Look at emotions/expressions. How can we tell if someone is happy? Make face 
masks and use in role play. Links to ‘Owl babies’. 

*Discuss what makes us healthy.  Read posters. Teacher brings in a toiletry bag 
and demonstrates use of nail brush, toothbrush/toothpaste, floss, flannel, soap, 

hairbrush. Chn design own posters for display.  

*ICT Use ‘Paint’ package to produce ‘Rainbows of colour’ (various brush widths, 
lengths and colour). *Chn. use paint’ package to paint their names and decorate 

with clipart. *Chn dress ‘matchstick men’ template using ‘paint’and add facial 

features 

*Begin French language: Commands and greetings; Story ‘Dans la Jungle’ 

 *ICT in role play.    *RE: Myself; Welcome; Birthdays.  

Expressive Arts and Design 
*Charanga weekly music lessons. 

*Encourage chn to be involved in developing resources for role play area. What do we need? 

 *Role play nursery rhymes using props i.e. Humpty Dumpty, Little Miss Muffet 

*Drawing/painting ‘my family’ 

*Paint names for party places. *Supply three primary colours and chn investigate colour mixing.  

*Self-portraits.  Chn look closely in mirrors to identify features and skin tone to be replicated by 

mixing brown/white. 

*Chn make splatter print backgrounds and 3-d rockets/fireworks. 

*Make’playdough’ models of humans and other living things i.e. spiders. 

*Chn design posters to promote good health i.e. ‘Wash your hands’.What would we need to 

think about when designing? 

*Explore seasons: Autumn leaf prints and collages. 

*Finger painting, experimenting with patterns and object outline. Hand printing. 

*Make diwali boats and colour rangoli patterns in colours of autumn.  

*Create party display by twisting, folding, plaiting, scrunching papers. 

*Baking party cakes and decorating. 

*Sing party songs such as ‘Jelly on a plate’ and ‘Grand old Duke of York’. Learn songs related 

to Guy Fawkes (Remember, remember), Harvest time and the Nativity. Learn songs linked to 

parts of the body. Sing French songs. 

*Listen to range of music and sounds and respond through movement. 

*Name and investigate musical instruments and their various sounds. 

*Christmas cards and Christmas crafts and visit to Santa’s winter wonderland. 

 

Mathematical development 
*Count spoonfuls of ingredients to make party cakes. Sandwiches for celebration. 

*Chn use ordinal numbers when following the recipe, ‘First we…second… 

*How many are in your family?  

*Play party games ‘Simon Says’ asking how many chn. are out? How many are left? 

*Make paper birthday cakes with candles and order them. 

*Match names to months display (birthday train). 

*Name and describe properties of  2-d shapes. Make birthday cards/calendars using these shapes.  

Repeating patterns.   

*Compare ‘birthday presents’ by length, weight, capacities. 

*Use range of materials to print symmetrical patterns. 

*Use everyday words to describe position, direction and movement, linked to ‘party games’ Simon says.  

*Sequence familiar events in children’s lives i.e. making a cake, a day in the life. 

*Make a pictorial timetable of daily events. 

*Selecting two items in the Christmas shop and adding the pennies to find the total. 

Solving problems.  *How many chn. have birthdays in each month? Which month has the most/least 

birthdays? Who is youngest/oldest? How many chn. have had birthdays already in the class? How can we 

find out? *Are there more chn with blue eyes or brown eyes? How can we find out? How can we find out 

who has thrown the longest distance? *There are 3 bananas in the bowl.  If I take out 2, how many will be 

left? 

Set the table in the role play area for set number of people. Enough? How many more? 

Representing. *Chn count the candles on birthday cakes and find numbers to match. *Match numeral to 

number in family. *Match numeral to number of children sharing the same birthday month. 

Enquiring. *Sort items used by babies and items used by Reception children. 

*Sort chn by hair/eye colour/favourite party foods. Simple pictogram. *Sort coins by colour, shape, size. 

Making comparisons of length/mass/capacity. 

Reasoning. *Chn describe the shape patterns on t-shirts. Can they copy the pattern and say why it is the 

same. *Use computer paint package and shape tools to create pictures. 

Communicating. *Tell me if there are enough cups in this box for all the family.  What did you do to find 

out? *Is this pattern the same as mine.  Why is it different? What needs to be changed? *Are there enough 

pieces of fruit for all your group? How can we find out? 

Who has the most beanbags in the bucket? How can we find out? How can you use pencil and paper to 

calculate/record? 
( Termly Objectives: Recognise some numerals of personal significance. Recognises numerals 1 to 5. Counts up to three or four 

objects by saying one number name for each item. Count actions or objects which cannot be moved. Selects the correct numeral 

to represent 1 to 5 objects. Counts an irregular arrangement of up to 5 objects. 

Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘flat’ 2D shapes, and mathematical terms to describe shapes. Selects a particular 

named shape. Use familiar objects and common shapes to create and recreate patterns and build models. 

Beginning to use everyday language related to money. 
fewer’ to compare two sets of objects. Finds the total number of items in two groups by counting all of them. Says the number that 

is one more than a given number. Finds one more or one less from a group of up to five objects. In practical activities and 

discussion, begin to use the vocabulary involved in adding and subtracting.) 

 

 

Communication, Language and Literacy 
*Stories to help chn. explore their feelings (starting school, friendships,  co-operation. 

Stories about family life and family celebrations 

*Stories linked to birthdays and growing, ‘Kipper’s birthday’, ‘Birthday Sam’ and growing 

up, ‘Once there were giants’, ‘From me to you’, ‘The patchwork quilt’. 

*Poems linked to birthdays ‘Jelly on a plate’, ‘When I was one’. Families’ poems ‘Children 

with adults’, ‘Old photos, old fashions’. 

*Celebration stories/poems linked to Diwali ‘Rama and Sita’,other family festivals Harvest, 

Guy Fawkes, Christening, Nativity. *Read different versions of the Nativity i.e. Baboushka. 

*Nursery rhymes and poems linked to ‘ourselves’ theme, the body and  our ‘senses’. Chn 

role play nursery rhymes in our Nursery Rhyme area. 

*Read posters and leaflets linked to healthy living.  Chn create their own posters for display 

i.e. ‘Wash your hands’. 

*Chn will read a simple ‘ingredients’ list for making cakes. 

*Chn. write about ‘My perfect birthday’ or ‘A birthday wish’. 

*Chn will write birthday invitations, party food lists. Write greetings in Christmas cards. 

*They will recognise then write their names using pencils, paint brushes and on the 

computer ‘paint’ package. Use names on sign up boards. Write with chalks in outdoor area. 

*Provide lots of opportunities for chn to talk about their experiences, thoughts and feelings 

in regular circle times and role play areas as well as ‘partner talk’ and one-to-one with 

practitioners. ‘Telephone game’, ‘Feelings masks’. 

*Chn will share ideas for role play areas, party planning etc. 

*Chn will talk about items in their ‘memory box’. 

*Encourage chn to express ideas for problem solving i.e. linked to scenarios  in stories. 

*Introduce a range of new vocabulary linked to ‘ourselves’ and practice in a range of 

situations especially role play and small world play. 

 

Physical development 
*Gymnastics. Early skills. 

*Games skills (Val Sabin) space, speed and direction 

*Dance linked to themes. Daily sessions of ‘Activate’ music/movement 

sessions. 

*PE sessions with Mr Morris. 

*Introduce chn to the trim trail and rules for using it safely. 

*Use streamers, rolling tyres, throwing beanbags etc to develop 

shoulder/ arm muscles in preparation for early writing. 

*Lots of opportunities to develop fine motor control using various 

brushes, glue sticks, large chalks, beads for threading.  Printing. 

Twisting, folding, scrunching, plaiting and cutting papers to create a 

‘party’ display. Range of construction kits.  Playing instruments. 

*Rolling ball over paints to create pattern. 

*Movement to action rhymes and songs i.e.‘Grand old Duke’, ‘Hokey 

Cokey’, ‘Farmers in his den’. 

*Party games, i.e. corners, musical statues. 

*Songs/movement linked to body parts. ‘This is the way we shake our 

hands…), ‘One finger one thumb’.  

*Chn. observe and discuss the effects of exercise on their body. 

*Chn consider what contributes to good health. Discuss healthy 

choices at dinner time/ snack time. 

 

 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
*Children to discuss what they like and do not like, recording 

in pictures. 
*Introduce chn to Pastoral care groups and ensure all chn have 

a ‘buddy’ they feel comfortable with. 

*Read ‘Hector’s trainers’to encourage kindness and 
appreciation of others’ feelings. 

*Chn. to be involved in deciding our class rules, to be 

displayed and regularly referred to. 
*Encourage chn to self-register in mornings and then use 

name cards to ‘sign up’ in areas until half term then chn write 

their names on signing up boards. 
*Ensure that every day chn. have a balance of teacher directed 

and child initiated activities, where they plan for themselves 

and decide on the outcome. 
*Discuss other cultures. Which festivals do other families 

celebrate? Focus on Diwali. 

*Ensure chn are familiar with routines and comfortable in 
their environment. Give chn opportunities to deliver the 

register, issue milk, check areas are tidy etc. to develop 

responsibility and independence. 
*Chn plan a ‘Welcome to St. Gregory’s' party. 

*Develop role play areas beginning with  ‘My house’ to allow 

chn to act out familiar rhymes and home situations familiar to 
them.  What makes a family? Use play people to show 

variations on family. After half term change role play area to 

another familiar setting. 
*Play ‘I can help …’ to encourage sensitivity to others’ needs 

and problem solving. 

*Regularly praise chn’s efforts, stickers for good examples. 
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